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25 March. [670.] [The Victuallers of the Navy are to put on board
Newfound- the transport ships bound for Newfoundland three monthsland.

provisions of the quality usually allowed to seamen, with water
cask proportionable, for 450 land soldiers, and to take care that
the masters are furnished with necessary and extra necessary
money to provide candles, firing, platters, spoons eto. 'for the
use of the men, as pursers are allowed on men of war.]

p. 597.]

28 March. [A similar order for stores and accomodations for sixty men
belonging to the Ordnance Office on these ships. The 60 men
are to sail, 35 in the Katherine, 15 in the Oxenden, and 10 in
the Ninion and Benjamin.] [p. 602.]

8 April. [671.] [Two private Jamaica bills referred to the Council
Jamaica. of Trade.-C.S.P. X. 912.] [p. 604.]

8 April. [672.] [On a memorial from the Admiralty, the Benjamin,
Newfound- given by the enemy at Newfoundland to convey home

lan ive yteeeya efudadt ovy hm
several English seamen and inhabitants - there, is made a
free ship, and the money arising from the sale is to be
for the sole benefit of those to whom the ship was so given.]

[p. 606.]

15 April. [673.] [The report of the Council of Trade as to salaries
e Ysork is referred to the Treasury.-C.S.P. X. 941.] [p. 60.]

setts.

15 April. [674.] [The appeal of Anthony .Peterson of Nevis, planter,
Nevis. from a judgment of the Court of Nisi Prius there in favour

of his sister Christian, relating to part of a plantation there,
which he claims to be contrary to the will of his father and
to law, is referred to the Cfommittee for Appeals.] [p. 610.]

8 July. [The Committee appoint the 15th instant for hearing the
appeal.] [Vol. V. p. 37.]

(1698.)
4 Aug. [In accordance with a report of the Committee of 21 Dc.

1697,- his appeal is dismissed, and the judgment of the Nevis
Court upheld and confirmed.] [Vol. V. p. 213.]


